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USING OUR EXPERT KNOWLEDGE, WE
PROVIDE A BESPOKE SERVICE BASED
ON INTEGRITY, EXCELLENCE,
CREATIVITY, AND IMPARTIALITY

We are experts in the handling and relocation
of abnormal loads and cargoes. For many
logistics projects this primarily involves hired
in equipment, which ranges from cranes,
heavy haulage, tugs and barges, through to
specialist hydraulic jacking and skidding
equipment.

Servicing client’s specialist needs, we have
through these heavy lift logistic projects,
designed, developed and fabricated an
enviable range of specialist steelwork and
project specific equipment.

Steelwork can range from simple transport
frames and beams, to more complex cradles
and modular supports, all critical to assist with
the reorientation of the cargo during transport
and installation.

The complexity of the lifting and handling
aids, utilised on many of our projects, are
such that the design becomes critical, not
only for movement and handling, but also as
an aid during the construction and erection of
our client’s equipment.

This has enabled an evolution of our role,
developing to become an ever more
integrated element of their build processes,
and installation methodologies. We are proud
to act as the first port of call for many clients
who require assistance in mechanical
handling and lifting operations beyond the
realm of heavy lift logistics.
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OUR APPROACH
Malin Abram is your trusted advocate for all things heavy lift. From
the beginning as a ship delivery outfit in the 19th century, Malin
Abram has evolved to a full marine engineering service, working
with a variety of clients worldwide, to deliver complex projects
encompassing many disciplines. We do this by focusing on what
matters: our client and their needs.
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AS THE COMPLEXITY OF THE EQUIPMENT WE HAVE
DESIGNED HAS EVOLVED, SO TOO HAS THE CAPABILITY
OF THE MALIN ABRAM ENGINEERING TEAM,
SPECIALISING IN SUPPORTING YOUR LIFTING, SHIPPING
AND HAULAGE NEEDS.

The team is comprised of a unique mix of naval architects,
structural engineers, mechanical engineers, lifting engineers, and
project managers, as well as hydraulics and control systems
specialists.

Our diverse range of skills and expertise enables us to deliver
bespoke solutions for our clients, whether the task is in their
workshop, on site inland, at the water’s edge or at sea above and
below the waterline.

OUR TEAM
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OUR SERVICES
YOUR MALIN ABRAM TEAM ARE HERE TO NOT ONLY UNDERSTAND BUT ALSO
REDEFINE YOUR LIFTING, SHIPPING AND HAULAGE REQUIREMENTS, OFFERING
INNOVATIVE, CREATIVE SOLUTIONS.

This may cover the delivery of a cargo to a loading port, handling all permits, heavy haulage, cranes
and access restrictions in the case of a land move, or looking at all aspects of inland waterway
movements and transhipment in the case of delivery via local canals and river systems to a client
supplied sea going vessel.

In other cases, the client may require us to supply the seagoing vessel or tug and barge, with all
loading and discharging requirements handled in-house. Here they will load the cargo to our vessel
and we will then take receipt as it is landed to the deck and be responsible for securing it for sea
transport.

Whether you require us to supply a crane and some bespoke lifting equipment, oversee sea fastening
installation or arrange for site surveys and road transport, we can manage any subset of the range of
services in a typical heavy lift contract – and do so with contract terms that best suit your needs.

• One off, heavy lift chartering, and equipment hire
• Scope specific to clients needs
• Ability to take on any part of the heavy lift and logistics supply chain
• Flexible client support
• Ability to flex services offered depending on potential changes in client requirements
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LIFTING, TURNING
AND DEPLOYMENT
STUDIES
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IF YOU NEED SOMETHING LIFTED, LOADED OR UPENDED, THIS MAY RAISE THE NEED
FOR A CONTRACTOR TO DESIGN THE LIFT RIGGING, DEVELOP A LIFT PLAN, PROVIDE
THE EQUIPMENT AND MANAGE THE ON-SITE OPERATIONS OR SIMPLY PERFORM A 3RD

PARTY TECHNICAL REVIEW.

In addition, the Malin Abram team can provide engineering support and assistance in offshore

deployment operations. This service can range from design of transport frames for supporting the

deployment spread, integrity analysis of the ROV or equipment during deployment in different

environmental conditions and detailed design of the systems and procedures for during deployment.

Lifting and Turning Studies

The lifting & turning of structures can be required for a wide range of operations & scenarios,

including fabrication, transportation, installation & de-commissioning. These can range from the

topping & tailing of pressure vessels for installation in-field, to the turning of a hull structure for

improved fabrication access. With all of these operations, detailed planning, technical assessment &

supervision is vital to ensure the lifts are carried out in a safe & controlled manner.

Assessment of the loading of the structure at each stage of the lift is also an important consideration

for lifting & turning operations. As the structure is lifted & turned, the load path within the structure

will change. Detailed structural analysis is required to verify the structure, ensuring sufficient

structural strength at every stage of the operation.

Malin Abram are experienced in providing the full range of services required for lifting & turning

operations – from detailed design through to onsite supervision & procurement of required assets to

execute the operation.
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MOORING ANALYSIS

MOORING ANALYSIS IS ESSENTIAL FOR UNDERSTANDING HOW A MOORED VESSEL

RESPONDS TO IT’S ENVIRONMENT. STATIC MOORING ANALYSIS GENERALLY APPLIES TO

MOST CASES OF WIND AND CURRENT LOADING IN WHICH VESSEL MOTIONS ARE NOT

IMPORTANT.

Static analysis may be employed to optimise mooring line arrangements and the size and locations of mooring

hardware and to determine individual mooring line loads. Static mooring analysis is usually adequate to verify

that a vessel can safely moor in a predicted environment.

Dynamic analysis, however, is required in cases where vessel motions may significantly contribute to mooring

line loads, such as motions arising from wave action. Numerical models are necessary to simulate and assess

dynamic mooring loads and motions.

Malin Abram use a software programme called Orcaflex, which is our chosen tool for the static and dynamic

analysis of marine systems. It can provide fast and accurate analysis of catenary systems under wave, current

loads and externally imposed motions. This program, coupled with our experience in this field gives us a

capability to numerically analyse complex multi line mooring systems, risers, pipelines, buoys and other

marine systems.

Malin Abram have completed numerous mooring analysis of particularly complex systems including a barge

subjected to significant wave loading using a wholly shore based winch and sheave block arrangement and a

spooling operation with hull jetty interaction and very strict vessel excursion limitations. This has proven the

software capable of handling interactions between the vessel, jetties and compressible fenders providing

imparted loads through each and also shows it capable of modelling multi fall mooring systems. We can

efficiently turnaround justified mooring spreads for a large range of marine activities including project cargo

load-outs, spooling operations, temporary mooring of abnormal structures, dockside mooring arrangements

and winched assisted salvage operations.
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MOTION RESPONSE
ANALYSIS
GIVEN THAT THE FORCES GENERATED ON ANY CARGO DURING
TRANSPORT AT SEA WILL LIKELY BE THE HIGHEST IT EVER
EXPERIENCES, CORRECT AND SUITABLE VESSEL MOTIONS ANALYSES
ARE OF CRITICAL IMPORTANCE.

Subject to the level of accuracy and conservatism required, our dedicated team can

offer a range of proven approaches; from simple harmonic motion type calculations,

in accordance with industry best practice, to full-time domain computer simulations.

We have a robust pipeline for analysing hull forms using DNV’s WASIM and in-house

post processing tools. This system was successfully employed on the BAE Systems

Type 45 project and the Queen Elizabeth Aircraft Carrier project, with the output

from this analysis driving the loads applied to FE models of the hull blocks and

attached seafastenings.

In addition we have close ties with local test tanks and have carried out a number

of successful commercial projects with them including a barge model test, which

included free decay test and a spectral reconstruction of a sea surface from

measured vessel motions.
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SEA FASTENING DESIGN

DRAWING ON OVER 120 YEARS’ EXPERIENCE IN SHIPPING AND CARGO TRANSPORTATION,

OUR DEDICATED PROJECT ENGINEERS ARE HERE TO PROVIDE A BESPOKE, COST-EFFECTIVE

SECURING SOLUTION THAT SUITS YOUR CARGO AND THE VESSEL IT IS TRANSPORTED ON.

The safe stowage and securing of cargo is dependent on the proper planning, execution and supervision

of the process. The cargo should be stowed and secured in such a way which does not put the ship or

personnel in any risk. Improper stowage and securing can put the vessel, crew and other cargo into a

potentially hazardous situation.

Cargo can be sea fastened / secured in several different ways:

• web lashings

• chain lashings

• welded blockers/cleats

• welded bridge plates

• welded braces

• twistlocks

The type of sea fastening is dependent on differing factors, the majority of which are directed by a

calculation of the seagoing forces that will act on the cargo. In order to calculate the seagoing forces, the

following information allows for the most accurate answer:

• weight of the cargo

• accurate position of the Cargo’s Centre of Gravity (CoG), in relation to a base point on the vessel

• dimensions between the transverse and longitudinal supports in relation to the CoG

• accurate dimensions of the vessel being used for the transportation

• nature of transportation, in terms of expected sea state and weather conditions.
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Once the seagoing forces are known, the type of securing can be chosen. This will depend on how the cargo has

been constructed.

• Are there any lashing points on the cargo?

• How is the cargo supported where it makes contact with the deck/dunnage?

• Is it being carried on a specially designed transportation frame?

With experience of design of sea fastening ranging from simple lashings to complex steel welded designs to suit project cargo ranging from under 40Te

to excess of 12,000Te, our engineers offer the highest standard of design, unfaltering attention to detail, all laid out in clear, easy to understand

documentation. We operate a first-class quality approval system under DNV-ISO 9001:2015 to ensure all documentation is thoroughly reviewed

and approved in-house before being issued.
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SPMT & CRANE
SUPPLY/HIRE
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WE ARE NOT AFFILIATED WITH ANY PARTICULAR

SUPPLIER, AND ARE IN A UNIQUE POSITION TO PLACE

YOUR NEEDS AT THE CENTRE OF ALL THAT WE DO.

We are therefore in a strong position to be able to specify and

procure, or just specify, the correct services and/or equipment to

meet your requirements. Our heavy lift experts can identify issues

and propose solutions to meet your requirements. Equally, we are

here to undertake independent engineering checks on existing

schemes or proposals to ensure best practice and value is being

delivered.

Fully engineered solutions can also be provided to help specify

procurement requirements and thus limit external project costs.
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STOWAGE PLANS
A STOWAGE PLAN (OR CARGO PLAN) IS A PLAN DRAWING SHOWING

THE DISTRIBUTION OF ALL CARGO STORED ON BOARD A VESSEL FOR

A VOYAGE, AND ITS STOWAGE POSITION IN EACH HOLD, BETWEEN-

DECK COMPARTMENT, OR OTHER SPACE IN A SHIP, INCLUDING DECK

SPACE.

A lot of considerations must be taken into account when creating a stowage

plan.

• Does the cargo fit in the allocated space?

• What will be used to secure the cargo?

• How will personnel stow and secure the cargo?

• Is the deck strong enough to take the cargo?

• Does the cargo need segregated?

When preparing a stowage plan, vessel owners can supply vessel particulars,

which will allow you to find the right vessel for the specific cargo. Many vessels

have multiple holds for carrying cargo, which are normally numbered starting

at the bow and moving aft.
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Within the particulars, hold dimensions should be supplied for each hold. Hold

capacity can also be referred to in different ways depending on the type of

vessel:

• it is often measured in cubic metres, stating the Grain/Bale capacity

• when carrying containers, TEU (Twenty Foot Equivalent Units) is referred to

There may be cases where the cargo dimensions are greater than the

allowable height in the hold. With permission from the vessel owner, the

hatch covers can be left open to allow for this. When considering the allocated

space, it is important to consider the cargo securing method and materials and

whether the addition of these will also fit into the allocated space.

Consideration must also be given to the method of loading the cargo to the

vessel, whether it be lifted on and lifted off (LoLo) or rolled on and rolled off

(RoRo), and whether the cargo can be loaded straight into its final position.

Some smaller cargoes may be required to be manoeuvred once on the vessel

through use of a forklift, and in this instance, it would be important to consider

the forklift’s manoeuvrability and dimensions when creating a stowage plan.
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STRUCTURAL
ANALYSIS
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UTILISING IN-HOUSE SOFTWARE, MALIN ABRAM ARE ABLE TO

PERFORM A BROAD RANGE OF STRUCTURAL ASSESSMENTS.

This ranges from vessel and barge analysis under all loadings expected at sea,

where loads may originate as either cargo reactions through grillages and

bracing or global hull loads through buoyancy forces and slamming, to

permanent infrastructure such as steel jigs or bespoke lifting beams where FEA

may be required.

We have carried out a wide range of structural analysis’, including:

• Bespoke winch foundations

• Crane pedestal extension

• Cantilever bridge wing extension

• UK Aircraft Carrier hull block transportation including sea-fastening

design & analysis, vessel and cargo integrity and transportation cradle

design checks

• Lifeboat davits

• Deck mounted carousel

• Tower foundations

Our structural team has the experience and knowledge to undertake a full

spectrum of structural design, analysis, drafting and fabrication. Combining our

long history of practical operational and fabrication experience with the latest

structural analysis and design techniques, we can provide a turnkey service

fitting all client requirements.
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Malin Abram’s structural capabilities can be summarised as follows:

• First principle calculations, framework analysis, and finite element

analysis

• Design to class: DNVGL, ABS and LR

• Design codes: Eurocode 3, AISC, BS, ISO, NORSOK

• Global and local analysis covering strength, fatigue, modal, and

accidental cases

• Full drawing packages: 3D models, package, and fabrication drawings

• Full build of structures

Software used:

• Strand7, Orcaflex, RSTAB and Mathcad

• AutoCAD, Tekla Structures and Rhino 3D

Our team provide engineering expertise throughout the design process from

feasibility studies and concept development to full detailed design:

• Vessel and platform modifications including management of class

approval

• Shipyard support structures: lifting & turning, stools and jigs

• Linkspans and other port equipment

• Equipment skids and modules

• Sea fastening and vessel deck strength assessments

• Full transportation and lifting analysis

• Mechanical handling systems

malinabram.com



VESSEL
CHARTERING
CHARTERING IS AN AGREEMENT IN WHICH A SHIPOWNER AGREES TO RENT OUT A SHIP TO A CARGO

OWNER TO MOVE THE CARGO FROM POINT A TO POINT B.

This does not sound a complicated process, however there are many legalities to back it up, for example, the lack of

knowledge in which type of charter party to sign – this is the contract between owner and charterer – which terms to agree

to, or which type of charter is required. In our projects we typically see variants of three principle forms of charter party namely

"bareboat", "voyage" and "time" charter parties.

Bareboat Charters

Bareboat charter parties are where the charterer contracts for the hire of a "bare" vessel only and is expected to engage their

own crew, pay all port and fuel costs and essentially take over control of the vessel. In this way they become the "disponent"

owner of the vessel. The most common example of this that we see is the BIMCO "BARGEHIRE" for bareboat charter of flat top

cargo barges but of course there are many others.

Voyage Charters

Voyage charter parties are where the vessel is let out to a charterer for a specific voyage and the shipowner will receive

payment in the form of "freight" for the use of their vessel.

The risk for delays while at sea usually rest with the owner however the charter party will normally specify a period of

"laytime" which is essentially a specified amount of "free time", or time on the vessel which is included in the freight, for the

charterer to load and discharge their cargo. If the charterer takes more time than that stipulated in the free time clause then

the charterer would generally be expected to pay for this extra time at a pre-agreed "demurrage" rate. It is worth noting that

the rules around when free time is to start, count and under what circumstance it would not apply, can be complex and not

always wholly intuitive.
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Common examples of this type of charter party we see are the BIMCO

"GENCON" for general purpose cargo carrying vessels, and the "TOWCON"

for towing vessels.

Time Charters

Time charters are, in contrast to voyage charters, not defined by load and

discharge ports, but, as the name might suggest, by a period of time and

are usually employed where a charterer wishes to employ a vessel for a

series of voyages.

Consideration to the owner is by means of a "hire" rate payable from the

point of "delivery" of a vessel until a point of "redelivery", each normally

specified by a time and place. Hire may or may not include fuel and other

consumables but will normally include crewing, spares, maintenance and

other running costs.

Hire normally runs uninterrupted for the duration of the contract unless any

stipulated "off hire" situation arises, such as breakdowns.

Common variants of this particular type of charter party that we see and

use include BIMCO’s "TOWHIRE", for towing vessels, and "SUPPLYTIME", for

offshore vessels.

Malin Abram are on hand to ensure the most suitable contract is used for

your project. We are happy to assist with vessel chartering as a discrete

service, or can provide this as a turnkey package.
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WE PLACE YOUR NEEDS AT THE HEART OF ALL THAT WE DO.

We focus on the project requirements and are committed to finding the most
suitable solution. This means we are not tied to using certain equipment or
suppliers and can truly obtain the best working, and most cost-effective solution.

We are proud of this commitment and our mission to find the most innovative
methods to solve even the most difficult problems, often with a relatively simple
solution. We are here to act as your partner, to guide you through all of your
options at each stage, outlining the opportunities along the way and working to
minimise any potential risks.

We provide our clients with one point of contact who has an overall view of the
project and who will select a dedicated team, tailored to your requirements.

We also provide, if required, project management services to enable us to manage
the project for you, from start to finish.

Additionally, we hold ISO 9001, ISO 14001 and ISO 45001 accreditation with DNV
GL and our fabrication facility is accredited with ISO 1090-1 Execution Class 4 and
ISO 3834-2. Our IT systems are protected and accredited to Cyber Essentials Plus.
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QUALITY ASSURED
QUALITY ASSURANCE IS PARAMOUNT TO ALL THAT WE DO -
OUR QUALITY PROCEDURES FOR DESIGN AND
IMPLEMENTATION OF TECHNICAL ANALYSIS IS RIGOROUS
AND WE PAY PARTICULAR ATTENTION TO MODEL QUALITY
CHECKS AND STANDARDISED USE OF SOFTWARE
THROUGHOUT OUR GROUP.

Our Safety procedures onsite and while working on vessels have been
formed and developed to cover the specific risks associated with our
work and the expectations of our clients.

We are committed to safety and risk management at all stages of a
project from concept through to detailed design and implementation
to deliver a system fit for purpose. This is achieved through our
phased approach to design and development together with a safety
assessment processes (HAZOP) to ensure that potential hazards are
captured early in the design development phase and that risk
reduction measures are implemented to ensure that the remaining
risks are considered to be as low as is reasonably practicable (ALARP).

We hold ISO 9001, ISO 14001 and ISO 45001 accreditation with DNV
GL and our fabrication facility is accredited with ISO 1090-1 Execution
Class 4 and ISO 3834-2. Our IT systems are protected and accredited to
Cyber Essentials Plus.
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CHRIS CAIRNS
COMMERCIAL DIRECTOR
Chris is the Commercial Director for Malin Abram. Having
graduated in 2011 with a degree in Quantity Surveying, Chris
spent the first 5 years of his career in the oil and gas industry
with a worldwide oil and gas subsea contractor in Aberdeen,
where he managed numerous high profile tenders for major oil
and gas projects. Chris joined Malin Abram in 2016, where he
has enjoyed being involved with tendering various heavylift
and marine scopes and seeing them through to project
execution. Chris is responsible for the teams’ tendering
activities, ensuring compliance and tender deadlines are
achieved.

JAMES IAN BOWIE
ENGINEERING DIRECTOR
James began his career as a summer intern with Malin Abram,
before gaining a degree in Naval Architecture and joining full
time as a graduate. Having worked through the graduate
programme, and working for a number of years as a Team
Leader, he now holds the position of Engineering Director.
James has experience in a variety of projects from marine
heavy lift transportation, to design and manufacture of bespoke
jigs and has been involved in major site operations worldwide.

RYAN HOMER
PROJECTS DIRECTOR
Ryan is a Projects Director at Malin Abram, with extensive
experience across a wide variety of projects. He graduated with
a degree in Engineering & Enterprise Management from the
University of Strathclyde, following this up with a degree in
Marine Studies from the University of Plymouth and gaining his
OOW Unlimited CoC. Ryan joined as a Trainee Marine
Superintendent. He has been involved in a diverse range of
projects within the company, from short shipping to major
turnkey projects.

GARY PATERSON
DIRECTOR
Gary is the Director of Malin Abram, having joined Malin Abram
after completing an MEng in Aeronautical Engineering at The
University of Glasgow. Gary has a broad experience on the
logistics side of Oil & Gas projects, most notably working as an
in-house Heavy Lift Specialist on the TCO project. In addition to
being AP (Appointed Person) qualified, he also specialises in
seafastening design and global and local structural checks on
vessels and barges.

JOHN A MACSWEEN
GROUP MANAGING DIRECTOR
John is the Managing Director of the Malin Group. Having
graduated with a degree in Naval Architecture and Ocean
Engineering from Glasgow University, John joined Henry Abram
and Sons as a Graduate Marine Superintendent. From here he
has spear-headed development and diversification efforts,
resulting in the Malin Group, home to several successful sub-
brands, which focus on marine manufacturing, support, and
technology sectors all over the world.

STEVEN THORNLEY
SALES DIRECTOR
Steven joined Henry Abram & Sons in 1994 from Babcock
Power , as a Marine Superintendent. Steven has been involved
in various contracts with BAE, such as the Auxiliary Oilers, LPD
Vessels, T45, CVF and Astute projects. Part of a management
buyout of Henry Abram and Sons and Malin Marine Consultants
in 2012, Steven was promoted to Sales Director, with
responsibility for developing the customer base and creating
strong customer relationships. In 2015 Steven, along with his
fellow directors, founded Malin Fabrication in order to diversify
the service offering and improve the joint offering to clients.
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